
Parents' / Carers' Survey - Summer 2016 
Responses from school are in orange. 

 

1. My child is happy at Moortown Primary School.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

100.00% 38 

2 Unsure    0.00% 0 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (6) 

 â A great start to the survey! 

1 MPS is a warm, nurturing school which our daughter looks forward to attending every day. 

2 Loves the subjects and enjoys the topics 

3 Both my children are happy to go to school and get on well with adults and other children at the school. 

4 Occasional complaints of being bored or not liking school, but I don't give much weight to these given how excited 
she is by most of the things she learns about. Perhaps finding ways to make the teaching of maths even more 
interesting would be the only improvement we could request. â The teaching of Maths has changed a lot in the 
last year or so, as advisors have advocated a ‘mastery’ approach and challenge through greater depth 
rather than simply looking at expectations from older year groups. Teachers at Moortown Primary have 
taken this on board quickly and enthusiastically, but perhaps still need to consider how to develop greater 
depth. We’re working closely with a Leading Teacher from Scholes (Elmet) Primary, one of our federation 
partner schools. 

5 It really is a happy and healthy place to learn! 

6 My daughter said that it is fun and she likes the events. 
 

 

2. My child feels safe at Moortown Primary School.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

100.00% 38 

2 Unsure    0.00% 0 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (2) 

 â We know children can’t be happy and healthy learners if they don’t feel safe. It’s great that 100% of 
respondents say their child does feel safe. 

1 Never have any concerns in this area. Safeguarding and health and safety always seem to be top of the agenda 
and the procedures for visiting school are clear and followed consistently. 

2 My daughter said that behaviour is controlled and you can always put something in the worry box 
 

 

3. My child makes good progress at Moortown Primary School.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

97.37% 37 

2 Unsure   
 

2.63% 1 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 



3. My child makes good progress at Moortown Primary School.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

Comments: (2) 

 â An excellent result. Just one person has indicated ‘unsure’ – we encourage that person to contact 
school to talk more about this. 

1 Has been doing really well, with reading, spellings and mathematics 

2 Always feel I can ask questions of the teachers on this 
 

 

4. My child is well looked after at Moortown Primary School.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

97.37% 37 

2 Unsure   
 

2.63% 1 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (2) 

 â As before: an excellent result. Again, to that ‘unsure’ parent / carer, please ask us if you’re not sure. 

1 Information is shared if any issues 

2 My daughter said that everyone is equal and teachers make sure they react well to things. 
 

 

5. My child is taught well at Moortown Primary School.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

100.00% 38 

2 Unsure    0.00% 0 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (4) 

 â A fantastic result. Teachers at Moortown Primary are all amazing and work incredibly hard – this 
feedback means a lot to them as they are all really keen to do well. 

1 doing well in all subjects 

2 Like the addition of more creativity in the after school clubs which I feel is sometimes lacking in day to day learning 
and which I feel is very important for primary school age children. 

3 I think that teaching is excellent at Moortown.  
There is nowhere else to put this comment so I have included it here. My eldest is in year 6 and I feel that the 
children have missed PE sessions frequently this year, particularly in the run up to SATS. I think that exercise 
should be given as much priority as academic learning and can also be helpful in times of stress or pressure. â 
Thanks for the comment. All classes must have two sessions of PE each week, unless there are quite 
exceptional circumstances. We’ve spoken to Mr Owen and Mr Catherall (Y6 teachers at the time, one of 
whom is a PE specialist!) who assure me this was not the case. Do also bear in mind there are lots of 
events and visitors for Y6 children, such as visits to / from their high school. Trips to Allerton Grange High 
School for sporting events are also more frequent in Y5/6 – perhaps your child doesn’t ‘count’ this as one 
of their PE sessions. 

4 Very happy with the teaching. 
 

 



6. My child receives appropriate homework for their age.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

86.84% 33 

2 Unsure   
 

7.89% 3 

3 Disagree   
 

5.26% 2 

Comments: (13) 

 â This is always a tough one! Typically, about a third of parents / carers want more, about a third want 
less and about a third think it’s about right. We think the balance of three homework types (Creative, Talk 
Time and Practice Makes Perfect) meets most needs. 

1 Some of it is rather unspecific and rather difficult to respond creatively to. Homework makes little or no difference 
to their learning so am not always sure of the purpose of some of it - sometimes it puts a lot of pressure on the 
adults! 

2 Sometimes even I struggle to understand the concepts for the homework topic. Other times it is far too easy and 
takes 5 minutes. I try to make sure that the work is completed by herself but I am unsure that this is recognised by 
the teacher. It appears that other children, who have clearly had parental input seem to have their work celebrated 
more. â This is a difficult balance. we do want children to approach their homework independently, but 
also want to provoke discussion and reflection and exploration – this can often be best achieved with 
parents around during the homework task – but not taking over, of course. We’ll pass on your thoughts to 
teachers. 

3 Too many creative homework 

4 Although the SAT's test papers that were given to year 5 could have been supported with guidance for parents. 

5 Would like to see some maths homework. â A parent asked for this last year, and teachers did respond to 
this point (see point 12, below). We’ll flag this up again to teachers. 

6 We like the variety of homework and the creativity allowing the children (and parents) to present their learning in 
their own way. 

7 Sometimes has seemed too much for the age group compared to other schools. 

8 Occasionally, we feel that some of the whole-school homework seems a little bit too difficult for our Year 1 child's 
understanding. For example, the recent homework about rights and responsibilities. â This is an important 
concept, and one which is returned to over the years. You could try dropping in these points every so 
often. For example, when you’re out for a walk in the park, you could discuss that everybody has the right 
to this park space, but if you see some litter, mention that we all have responsibilities to keep it tidy. 

9 There does not appear to be enough numeracy based homework. It is all creative or literacy based. 

10 Aside from complaints about not liking to have to do homework, she mostly seems to enjoy the actual doing of the 
homework and it certainly provokes good conversations at home and prompts exploration of the school topics in 
the home environment. â Great – we want our homework to provoke conversation and exploration! 

11 My child is in reception so hasn't had formal homework. My view is that children should not have much homework - 
families should have time to spend together at weekends. 

12 Great to see the increase in creative maths homework this year (rather than just practice makes perfect maths). 

13 Although it is difficult to fit in my daughter 's homework now there are a couple of pieces plus spellings/reading 
book. 
I certainly wouldn't want them to have any more homework. â The extra task for Y5/6 pupils was introduced 
when we noticed the majority of responses in a previous survey said they wanted this for their older 
children. We have no plans to introduce more. 

 

 

7. Moortown Primary makes sure its pupils are well behaved.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

100.00% 38 

2 Disagree    0.00% 0 

3 Unsure    0.00% 0 



7. Moortown Primary makes sure its pupils are well behaved.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

Comments: (2) 

 â Our approach to behaviour is simple: just three school rules, lots of positives and consistently applied 
warnings. We’re really pleased with this result. 

1 The simple discipline rules applied seem to work very well. 

2 I also liked that there were no surprises in the school reports (eg Mr Wilks had already spoken to me about my son 
not engaging well enough in class and discussed how we could encourage him to do this better. This meant I could 
deal with this early and work with school.) 

 

 
8. Moortown Primary deals with all types of bullying very well. (Bullying includes persistent name 
calling, cyber bullying, racist and homophobic bullying.)  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

86.84% 33 

2 Unsure   
 

13.16% 5 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (7) 

 â The comments below are typical of previous years in that some parents explain why they’ve indicated 
‘unsure’. We’re proud of this result. We’re also proud that our children have a good understanding of what 
bullying is: upsetting or hurting someone ‘Several Times On Purpose’. 

1 No experience of this as yet, so maybe I therefore agree? 

2 reception aged child so no interaction with this yet really 

3 Not sure as don't have any concerns so far. 

4 My child has never reported seeing, hearing or being the target of bullying. 

5 No personal experience of problems with bullying, but I think the schools attitude and pro-active work with pupils 
points to very strong performance in this area. 

6 Behaviour is excellent, policies thorough, and children are taught about the impact of bullying, so although no direct 
experience of this, I have no doubt it would be dealt with well. 

7 I have had very little in the way of incidents but even relatively small incidents have been take seriously and dealt 
with. 

 

 

9. Moortown Primary is well led and managed.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

100.00% 38 

2 Unsure    0.00% 0 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (6) 

1 We love Mr Roundtree and are hopeful that he reappears as school leader again at some point. As a Headteacher 
he always has time for each child - he knows everyone's name. He is not a distant figure in an office. Mrs Weeks is 
really lovely too and always makes time for people. â As the Head of Federation, I’m sad to say that 
realistically I probably won’t know every pupils’ name across the three school in Sphere, although I’ve 
been very happy to see that even the newest children appear comfortable and happy to chat with me (and 
do know who I am!). Mrs Weekes as Head of School does always make time for people, so I’m glad you’ve 
mentioned that. 



9. Moortown Primary is well led and managed.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

2 Yes - shame to see Mr Roundtree go but am sure the school will continue to be as well run and effective. â There 
are very strong and clear systems in place, and the ethos is also firmly embedded, so I’m confident, too. 

3 Both at a leadership level (Mr Roundtree and Mrs Weekes) and business management level (Mrs O'Malley and Mrs 
Russell) the school is very well managed. â They’re brilliant, aren’t they! Thank you for mentioning them. 

4 Clare and the SLT have done an excellent job in the absence of a permanent HT. 

5 Looking forward to a new era. 

6 I agree with this at all levels not just the most senior. 
Only concern I have (wasn't sure where this fit) is that I find the attendance certificates to be very discriminatory to 
children in poorer health. We have raised this before eg My daughter won't get one this year due to being in 
hospital having an operation and I know that some year 5 children came in earlier this year despite being ill and 
spread it round others. It is a reward that doesn't encourage the right behaviours. While I appreciate the OFSTED 
demands I don't think it needs to be handled how it is currently. 

 

 

10. Moortown Primary responds well to any concerns I raise.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

97.37% 37 

2 Unsure   
 

2.63% 1 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (5) 

 â Another great result, here. Even in our comments here in this survey, you’ll see that we do respond. We 
don’t always respond in the way some parents want, but we do aim to listen and take on board parents’ and 
carers’ views. 

1 I have always had an immediate and very professional response to any concerns - these have been very few. 

2 I had a couple of concerns during the year and I felt I was heard with understanding and support. 

3 Haven't had any major concerns. 

4 I'd particularly like to thank Mrs Weekes with the help in identifying appropriate books outside school at the 
beginning of year 2. 

5 As per other comments I always feel listened to. When I raised concerns about the approach to spellings for my 
daughter I felt that was taken on board. 

 

 

11. I receive valuable information from Moortown Primary School about my child's progress.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

89.47% 34 

2 Unsure   
 

10.53% 4 

3 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (5) 

1 Mrs Burke has made time whenever approached to discuss our daughter's progress, which we have appreciated 
(especially given the number of questions we've asked of her!). â We’re really delighted with this comment. 
The first class at ‘big school’ is a time when there will be lots of questions and concerns. Mrs Burke and 
her team have worked hard to improve the ways we communicate to parents and carers. 

2 I would always like to get more information about how my children are progressing and even though "no news is 
good news" I feel that one more parents evening would be helpful. â At the two parents’ evenings, we’ve 



11. I receive valuable information from Moortown Primary School about my child's progress.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

introduced the Learning Updates. Apart from Reception, we don’t have a third parents’ evening which is 
fixed, but parents and carers are encouraged to contact the teacher to discuss the annual report if they’d 
like to. Do take us up on that offer in July 2017! 

3 We would like to be told what the next steps in our child's learning at parents evening is so we know what to help 
her focus on. Our daughter has always been working at or above age-related but we still feel it is important to help 
her achieve her potential. â The Learning Updates we give out has space for up to three ‘next steps’. We’ll 
remind teachers about the importance of talking through ways to support your child at home. Do also take 
on board the suggestions in the Class News pages of the website and in the newsletters. 

4 Looking forward to the reports this term with input from the SATs and teacher assessments. It is a shame the 
government keep changing the way progress is reported as this makes it hard to track improvements, but the 
information provided is always clear and helpful. â Thank you for acknowledging these difficulties. This has 
been a period of incredible change and teachers have worked extremely hard to stay on top of all the 
changes. 

5 Despite the challenges faced by the changes in curriculum I feel the school have tried to give good quality 
information. 

 

 

12. I would recommend Moortown Primary School to another parent.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Agree   
 

100.00% 38 

2 Disagree    0.00% 0 

Comments: (4) 

 â A brilliant result – thank you, everyone. 

1 I have done already. 

2 Described as a small family school - exactly that. 

3 I talk about the school often to other people and would highly recommend it. 

4 A fantastic school and I feel very lucky that my children have the privilege of attending it. 
 

 
13. We would like your opinion about whether you find online resources like Mathletics, Lexia and 
Spellodrome beneficial for your child.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

 â A mixed bag of comments. The main point emerging is that Spellodrome was less popular than 
Mathletics. We’ve now changed back to Mathletics in response to comments here and from parents 
speaking with teachers. 
(By the way, we think it’s great so many of you refer to screen time limits in the comments below!) 

1 My daughter loves these, although we don't always find we have enough time to do them, we try to minimise 
'screen time'. 

2 On a professional level I dislike Lexia and use it only for those who need to catch up (it does have an impact on 
SEN or weaker pupils). I feel it has a potential to 'turn off' those who are fluent readers who have views and 
opinions on what they enjoy reading. I can see that Mathletics has some benefits, but again unless it is specified 
as homework I would never insist that my child does extra as he is working at an appropriate level for his age. I am 
unaware of Spellodrome. 

3 They are useful although it does sometimes feel as though the children are under pressure to do this at home 
which is sometimes difficult on top of spellings, homework and after school activities. 

4 Yes 

5 My child loves all 3. 



13. We would like your opinion about whether you find online resources like Mathletics, Lexia and 
Spellodrome beneficial for your child.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

6 50/50 
It doesn't replace a piece of paper 

7 Unsure as our daughter is in reception and has not accessed these resources yet. 

8 It would be good to have mathletics back as well as spellodrome. We probably used mathletics more. May be 
more of this should be included in the homework. 

9 not used these yet as have a reception aged child 

10 Mathletics and lexia are very useful for the kids and they have embraced them immediately. I think that 
spellodrome, being in a way similar to lexia has not been received by my them with the same enthusiasm and 
commitment. 

11 Yes 

12 Yes but I think it needs to be set as homework as well to support parental encouragement for the child to 
participate 

13 Yes it is very helpfull online resources. 

14 Yes it is very helpfull online resources. 

15 Yes it is very helpfull online resources. 

16 yes builds confidence 

17 Mathletics was beneficial - not convinced lexia is but my child enjoys it. Haven't used spellodrome 

18 Yes-we are pleased at being able to access them at home. I know mathletics isn't currently used-but I felt it would 
have been better if there were set activities each week that mirrored what had been covered in class. Spellodrome 
matches the spellings they are learning, which is great! 
We like Lexia but do find it a bit slow, where it explains what to do every time or repeats phrases so often. 

19 Yes very - the more fun the better though. 

20 I do think these resources work well, both my children have enjoyed using these at home and at school and also 
getting the rewards and certificates that go with them. I thought that it made a positive change for homework to be 
set on Mathletics sometimes rather than just on paper. 

21 Mathletics and Lexia are beneficial, Spellodrome less so. Spellodrome could be more beneficial if it incorporated 
the weekly spelling lists. 

22 Disappointed that Mathletics has been recently discontinued. There appears to be more of a focus on literacy than 
numeracy in the resources used. Should be more balanced. 

23 Yes, I thought they were helpful but mostly at the beginning of the year. They seemed to lose interest over time. 

24 Mathletics and Lexia were great at the start of the school year but my children seemed to lose interest after 
Christmas. We didn't know about Spellodrome. 

25 We've been quite variable in how much we use the tools, but when we have been using them they have been 
enjoyable and have encourage some aspects of learning. The main barrier to use has been problems getting them 
to work on our tablet and computers (spellodrome in particular requires up to date operating systems). I don't think 
these resources have really pushed learning a long way forward, but given that spelling and reading haven't been 
problem areas for her, I don't think there was as much scope for different tools to help more. 

26 Spellodrome has recently been a big hit at home, really enjoying achieving the certificates. 
My child seemed to enjoy Lexia more than the mathletics site. 

27 I believe such resources can benefit learning, but often there is not time between practicing spellings and times 
tables, reading and homework to use these resources. Creative homework can often take half a day/ multiple 
evenings, and whilst it is great at engaging children in their learning without it being a chore, it means there is little 
time for additional school tasks beyond reading, weekly spelling and times tables.  
On the actual programmes, Mathletics was great - the girls would happily use this in their spare time (despite 
observations above). It wasn't a chore, and they didn't mind this being part of their screen time. 
Spellodrome, we've just not got into. It's not always intuitive or it pops up messages about not enough words in 
your list to play this game. I've no idea how you get words in your list. 
Lexia, unfortunately this is just TEDIOUS! It is getting better as my yr1 daughter moves up levels, but it is far, far 
too sensitive to children accidentally pressing the wrong thing. Being taken back for long, slow explanations is just 
annoying and disheartening when they aren't needed. 
Could use of one of these programmes be set as homework some weeks? This would mean they are used without 



13. We would like your opinion about whether you find online resources like Mathletics, Lexia and 
Spellodrome beneficial for your child.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

squeezing out fresh air and active play. With children who like reading, writing stories and colouring, more reasons 
to spend time sitting down are not always ideal. 

28 My son enjoys Mathletics and Spellodrome and it's good to have these resources available at home 

29 Not used - reception 

30 I am underwhelmed by Spellodrome, and see that in the children too. They used to ask to go on Mathletics; they 
have never done so for Spellodrome. Mathletics has a good variety (competitive element, problem solving games, 
multiplication songs etc which I've not seen on Spellodrome). 
Son was very frustrated by Lexia early in the academic year. I sensed it was too slow for him, and he found it 
boring. Having to go at a set pace and the repetitive nature of it really frustrated him.  
Having said that, if you find the right online resource, it can have real benefits. Both children loved Mathletics (and 
indeed Lexia when it was first launched), and it can reinforce in the basics. 

31 Yes, we have found them useful and helps to provide a variety of learning resources to keep them interested. 

32 Mathletics and spellodrome has been enjoyed by one of my children and it has helped his learning. My other child 
has not really engaged with it that much so I think it is beneficial to some. 

33 They are beneficial but finding time to do them isn't always easy and I dint always find that they are enjoyed by the 
children. In fact in our house they are seen as a chore. Along side spellings, tables, reading and homework there 
seems a lot of extra work on the children now on an evening. 

34 Loved Mathletics, particularly the mental maths in Live and times tables. I felt my son outgrew Lexia quickly but I 
could see how it would be beneficial for others. I didn't like Spellodrome at all. 

 

 
14. We run a number of workshops throughout the year to help you support your child's learning at 
home. Unfortunately, these do not seem to be well attended. To help us increase participation, 
please let us know how we can improve these sessions eg timings, content, frequency.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

 â Thank you for the suggestions. Two main ideas come out: workshops straight after school and ideally 
straight after a class assembly might prove popular; and quite a few are suggesting using technology to 
help. You may not see these instantly happen, but we will definitely take the two ideas on board.  

1 It is difficult to attend when you work full time, and have another (younger) child. I try to attend when I can. 

2 Some sessions outside of school hours would be helpful for working parents. Support and advice via emails or 
information sheets in school bags. 

3 I always attend when I can but as I work this is difficult. The only thing that would make it easier would be to have 
them in the evening. 

4 If you could give more exercises and practice makes perfect, that would really help us to help our children at 
home. 

5 I have taken time out from work to attend the workshops but expect that many other parents who work would 
appreciate evening sessions. 

6 Timings are an issue for me. Maybe it would be better to tailor them to an age group/key stage rather than overall 
subject. How about holding them after class assemblies as these are well attended. 

7 I attended a literacy one and thought it was fabulous, was really good to meet teachers from other years and they 
took time to answer my questions. 
For me the timing was fine - I think it started at 6pm, but can see that this would be dinner time/bed time routine for 
many families. it's especially hard to get time when there is no childcare needed. Could there maybe be a trial of 
an online presentation/webinar to see if this boosts attendance? perhaps later in the evening or even during the 
day? if it was recorded people could watch it at a convenient time and contact school if there are further 
questions? 

8 I am one of the big fans and I do not understand why the participation is so low....I believe that they are full of 
helpful information, and at the same time simple enough for all to understand. If for some parents the issue is 
childcare they could bring the kids with them and a member of staff could occupy them with other activities. 

9 More time availability would ensure more parents could attend. It may also be useful if the teachers responsible for 
the workshops tried to target parents in the playground 



14. We run a number of workshops throughout the year to help you support your child's learning at 
home. Unfortunately, these do not seem to be well attended. To help us increase participation, 
please let us know how we can improve these sessions eg timings, content, frequency.  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

10 Out of school hours would be helpful, once a term and clearer guidelines on content - who the should be 
specifically aimed at 

11 Evening sessions or before school sessions for working parents. 

12 We work during the day so can't attend anything within school hours, but appreciate all the additional information 
on the websites etc. 

13 Timings don't seem to fit with work perhaps would be better run in an evening. Content and frequency seem 
appropriate. 

14 Both myself and my partner struggle to attend these due to the timings because of work commitments and the kids 
after school activities. I would prefer them to be at the end of school (3.15) when the children are being collected 
rather than just before that or evenings, although I appreciate it is difficult to please everyone! 

15 We have found these workshops useful. Perhaps making the slides available on the school web site (with a 
recorded commentary) would be a useful resource for all parents? 

16 Really found them helpful. 

17 I have attended several workshops and found them very helpful. 

18 I thought these sessions were very helpful, and the timings worked for me in all but one case. Perhaps (if the staff 
involved were willing) parts of these could be presented as Webinars which could be recorded and made available 
to view in their own time by parents who couldn't make the live sessions. However I can see that actually having 
the opportunity to ask questions (and in the case of maths have a go at some examples) was the most valuable 
part of these and this would not be met by a recorded approach. 

19 Perhaps spread the timing throughout the year, with Autumn sessions just before school pick up, Spring term 
session after school drop off and Summer term in the early evening. 

20 Often these are at times I work or evenings when my girls have activities. I work Mon - Wed and some Thursdays; 
Mon and Tues evenings are near impossible. Other evenings, events have started too early - it is hard to be 
anywhere before 8pm as their dad is not home until 730, or may be working away meaning I can't go anywhere. 
For every session you schedule at times I can attend though, there will be at least one other person who can't 
make it.  
Have you thought of allowing parents to Skype into a session, or making them available online as a webinar, 
maybe issuing a password to provide access on request? Or you could record videos to make available online via 
a password. An online resources could be available all year for parents to revisit, and can be re-issued (assuming 
the learning goal posts haven't been completely reset!) A reusable resource may also be better for teachers' 
workloads. 

21 These look helpful. We can't usually attend workshops during the daytime and the evening ones have just not 
been at convenient times for us. Early January may be a good time to do them as things are generally a bit quieter 
then. There is so much going on at Moortown which is great but with both parents working full-time it's hard to fit 
everything in! 

22 Ensure they are not the same week as other events such as assemblies or phonics mornings.  
My preference as a working parent would be for them to be held at 9 am or of an evening.  

23 I've attended most and found them really beneficial. I feel it's a huge shame they aren't well attended.  
Could perhaps try to pre-record a session and make accessible via Vimeo / YouTube for those who request it, 
alongside downloadable handouts? That may show if there is a demand and it is time that is the problem, or 
whether there is total lack of interest. A follow up open (face to face) session could then be done for the content 
that seems more popular. 

24 I think to make sure everyone knows about them. I have attended them and mentioned them to other parents but 
they didn't seem to know about them for some reason. e.g. online safety. 

25 Before the end of school is a good time, as we don't have children to look after and the evenings activities haven't 
begun! Or when an after school club is on maybe. 
How to help your child with homework would help me and how to do active reading ( comprehension ). At the 
beginning of the new school year.  

26 I have attended the the ones offered. 

27 I think the workshops are really useful and valuable but unfortunately I struggle to attend due to work commitments 
(especially when I already take time off for shows and assemblies). I guess later in the evening would work better 
but I can appreciate why that wouldn't be done. 

 



 

15. What year group is your child currently in? (tick all that apply)  

  Response 
Percent 

Response 
Total 

1 Reception   
 

10.53% 4 

2 Year 1   
 

23.68% 9 

3 Year 2 â Well done, Y2 parents / 
carers!   

 

44.74% 17 

4 Year 3   
 

13.16% 5 

5 Year 4   
 

23.68% 9 

6 Year 5   
 

13.16% 5 

7 Year 6   
 

13.16% 5 

 


